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Kichler®’s New Styles of Portable LED Lanterns  
Brings Personality to Outdoor Living  

 

- Portable LED lanterns add light, style and sound to outdoor or indoor spaces - 
 

INDEPENDENCE, OHIO (June 20, 2018) – Kichler®, a leader in innovative lighting, loves the “living” that 

happens in outside spaces.  And, with the new styles of Portable LED Lanterns with built-in Bluetooth® 

Speakers, outdoor entertaining now is even easier. Whether poolside or on the deck, bringing light and 

music to any space is simple. Its brilliant LED provides ample light for evening entertaining and is dimmable 

for a soft effect or warm glow – whatever your preference. The intuitive Portable Lantern connects to any 

Bluetooth device, putting volume and song selection at your fingertips. Once paired, all you have to do is sit 

back and enjoy.  

 

“The expanded collection of Portable LED Lanterns from Kichler helps homeowners enjoy time with family 

and friends, all while elevating outdoor, and indoor, entertaining,” says Tia Bahr, senior product manager, 

décor product, Kichler. “Our three new lanterns offer distinct styles that not only showcase their décor 

preference, but also personality.”  

 

Generously sized to offer style as well as light, the new Portable LED Lanterns all coordinate with a variety 

of Kichler collections:  

     

Montego – Offers a farmhouse carriage aesthetic that pairs well with classic wicker or traditionally styled 

furnishings.                                 
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Davis – Features an Asian-inspired look that’s at home in modern or coastal settings.         

 

 

Berryhill – Showcases a rustic style and two-tone finish that pairs well with casual outdoor décor.  
 

 
Additional styles available include: 

     

Lyndon™ - Textured Black Finish                               South Hope™- Rubbed Bronze Finish 

 
                         

Weighing only 6.5 pounds, the Portable LED Lanterns are damp rated for indoor or covered outdoor use. 

The dimmable LED light emits 3000K pure white light, runs for up to eight hours, and can charge from zero 

to one-hundred percent in five hours. The state-of-the-art Bluetooth speaker offers quality sound and 



delivers 3-watts of audio output. Connecting to the Portable LED Lantern is easy by pairing any Bluetooth-

enabled device within a 30-foot range.  

 

Additional features of the Portable LED Lantern with Bluetooth Speaker include: 

• Independent controls for sound and lighting  

• Audible tones guide pairing and provide low-battery alerts  

• Rechargeable NiMH 3.6V battery  

• Five-hour battery life at maximum volume and 100% light 

 

High-resolution images of the Portable LED Lantern with Bluetooth Speaker are available upon request. 

 

Kichler outdoor lighting options are certain to add a high element of style to exterior and interior settings. 

The Portable LED Lantern with Bluetooth Speaker reinforces Kichler as a leader in design with a wide array 

of bold statement pieces, perfect for adding pizazz to any outdoor living space. For more information, and 

to locate your nearest distributor, please visit Kichler.com. 

 

### 

 

KICHLER® 

Kichler® strives to transform the home and workspace by developing fixtures that perform efficiently, install 
intuitively and deliver an overall effect that combines style with purpose. With an extensive portfolio of more 
than 3,000 on-trend products – including lighting, landscape and ceiling fans – and a commitment to 
providing services and project solutions, Kichler is the brand homeowners and professionals know and trust 
since 1938. Kichler products are available at independent showrooms, Lowe’s, electrical and landscape 
distributors and online. For more information, visit www.kichler.com. 
 
Connect with Kichler socially on: 

• Facebook 

• Pinterest 

• Twitter 

• Houzz 

• Instagram 
 
Twitter® is a registered trademark of Twitter, Inc. 
Facebook® is a registered trademark of Facebook, Inc. 
Pinterest® is a registered trademark of Pinterest, Inc. 
Houzz® is a registered trademark of Houzz, Inc. 
Instagram® is a registered trademark of Facebook, Inc. 
  

 

MASCO CORPORATION 

Headquartered in Livonia, Mich., Masco Corporation is a global leader in the design, manufacture and 
distribution of branded home improvement and building products. Our portfolio of industry-leading brands 
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includes Behr® paint; Delta® and Hansgrohe® faucets, bath and shower fixtures; KraftMaid® and Merillat® 
cabinets; Milgard® windows and doors; Kichler® decorative and outdoor lighting; and HotSpring® spas. We 
leverage our powerful brands across product categories, sales channels and geographies to create value 
for our customers and shareholders. For more information about Masco Corporation, visit masco.com.  
 


